Why Webroot is
#1 with IT Pros
When it comes to security for endpoints, networks, and end
users, IT pros have lots of choices—free and paid. But they
consistently rank Webroot at the top and give Webroot products
the highest ratings.¹ Why is Webroot #1 with IT pros?

“Excellent AV tool. Easy setup, good cloud management, decent price,
great reporting, and extremely effective protection.”
– Zimm001, IT pro

Webroot topped the Spiceworks Best
Antivirus SpiceList 3 years in a row.²

Smarter Cybersecurity® Solutions

IT pros value cloud-based, next-gen Webroot® technology because of its:

Efficacy at stopping ransomware,
phishing, and other threats through
machine learning-based threat
intelligence, AI, behavioral heuristics,
journaling, and auto-remediation

Minimal impact on system
performance and user productivity,
thanks to a lightweight agent,
two-minute scanning, and low
memory demands

Ease of management through a
single, web-based console with
powerful agent commands, as well
as RMM integrations

“Webroot is the best managed antivirus product right now.
The web portal makes it easy to manage installs and deal
with threats. The antivirus itself is lightweight, but still
effective. Also the price is right!”
– info890, IT pro

Security resources
you can count on
Webroot equips IT pros with comprehensive product support and security resources:

Free product support through online trouble ticketing, phone
support in three global time zones, an online Webroot
community, user guides and videos, and social networks
including Spiceworks

Security awareness training that teaches employees to spot
and avoid cyberattacks and provides a phishing simulator to
test user preparedness

Cybersecurity trend reporting, including quarterly threat
trend reports, cyber threat webinars, and major research
publications such as the 2018 Webroot Threat Report

“I've worked with a lot of AV products and vendors and Webroot is
the one we've remained confident in as a product and happy with as
a vendor. Good detection, good management, and good support.”
– Scott Alan Miller, IT pro

Nearly 31 million malicious and suspicious mobile apps
were available during 2017, a 3x increase over 2016.
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– 2018 Webroot Threat Report³

A major presence in Spiceworks
Webroot has embraced the IT pros in the Spiceworks Community in a major way by:

Maintaining a vendor page that provides
product support and security
resources to over 173,000 followers

Providing five green guys and gals who
represent product engineering, customer
service, and more

Offering free trials of numerous
products and services

Playing an active role at SpiceWorld,
serving as a conference sponsor,
session presenter, and supplier of
serious swag

“Easy set up and simple to use. This is a great product.”
– Angiearteaga, IT pro

Webroot celebrates
6 years of collaboration
Webroot has been active in the Spiceworks Community since 2012,
building a loyal customer base one IT pro at a time. Want to learn more?
FOLLOW WEBROOT IN SPICEWORKS

¹ Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Endpoint Protection product reviews
² Best Antivirus 2016
Best Antivirus 2015
Best Antivirus 2014
³ 2018 Webroot Threat Report

